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Each, owes it to his brothers to tell as best 
he may, or better still, to write with fair 

and enticing words, deeds and adventures 
that cause reflection upon mans true nature 
and place in the world.

So without waiting for any to-morrow, I 
bring before you a certain adventure which 
I chanced in a small darkened room, sur-
rounded by non-sense to quickly cast aside. 
An adventure I pray tell, which issued forth 
into light, and unfolded before me whence 
left to my own, for a time, unstated. 

I give you notice with diligent and fair in-
tent, to these matters of thought and study 
herewith, leading into entrance… of the first 
degree.

By what method did I choose these last words? By what right do I have to speak 
them? I must admit the methods can only be my own, and the right, nay, the duty 
thrust upon me by an accepted knock upon “thy” door, demands it.

To live the tale of tales, and speak not of it, readies it’s pressures and vibrations to 
be sucked dry before birth. But before I tell the tale to you my brothers, I give a 
personal oratory to purchase without metal or coin, a place in your thoughts so 
as perhaps; you might weigh my words upon a bond, made between men, on the 
level.     

( Read Poem Here…)





My friends, to walk a path, even one as simplistic as the path one walks with his 
dog, a little must be known of the “ground”…  on which one finds himself. 

The ground of the familiar can be said to be solid ground, but “solid”, is relative 
to the purposes of man’s thought, and further still, to his understandings of the 
“words” in which he uses to frame them.

And to all this…  to the tale I do tell.

Properly interviewed and fore-warned of false knowledge, I was now conducted 
down hallways, hoodwinked against the familiar, and left confined directed to re-
flective thought in a Chamber of Reflection. The purpose of which, I am left to 
assume from name alone, was to stir the grounds upon which I rest. To stir the 
grounds my boys, in noun, verb, and affixes!

Only to quickly did the first task of paper and pen fall away, and without purpose 
I was left to drift, and drift I did, until the non-sense so carefully placed afore took 
hold like a cable tow and bound my outsides, in. To this I took heart my good fel-
lows, as now the limitless, was limited, and alluded to by these sign posts which 
compel… compel, and give access!

When the student is ready, the teacher will appear. How often had I heard this turn 
of words and wondered who, and when. But now, in a darkened room where words 
carry far across, an inner sight develops, stirs the ground, and through I fall — to 
inspiration… by reflection.

To the items of Alchemy, of darkness and light, of imprinted words “spelled” out 
in plain sight. But what of time? Of what did the hour glass so signify? How much 
was left me in this room, nay, in my numbered days laid out? My brothers, what is 
it but time – that has quickened us so?



To sit still and contemplate was not to be, as objects rose up tall as the 
shadows cast by that candlestick. Duality and being now cast larger than 

life, suited my mind, and dwell there I did until footsteps approached, but 
again.., faded, as before. 

Noting my time by sands piled high, I now visited upon the Latin phrase hung 
to the side, to which my thoughts engaged in an active disambiguation –  a 
challenge of sorts – a cipher by reflection.

Having no means of scripting the outcome, I now fell short of memory’s grace! 
I do say, and say so sadly, that I could not recite a single poem of thy own mak-
ing, much less the cipher just now performed. To this now I did turn, reciting 
over and over, the remembered bits of my own poem, “A Man And His Dog”.  
Memory’s purpose, infused anew, brings me back once again to the sands that 
mark my quest’s end.

Footsteps fall past my door, and this third time, relief, is not chief among my 
present thoughts.

And now… so hoodwinked, and conducted to a door by a friend, I later found 
to be a brother. I thrice knocked upon, and thrice declared to gain entrance. 
And then, upon spear-point do I so swear, of which, none would or could 
know, unless a brother be.

Out of the darkness and into the light, a short prayer, and I am. Now to ob-
ligate and never shake for fear of the mortal man. With a true brothers love 
steadfast I stand, in a Lodge of the Holy Saints John.

To feel…, nay, to be….., childlike amongst those I knew not, shifted the very 
ground beneath my feet. But brothers, the soil was not yet set. Upon the Apron 
Lecture I did see, a conviction to Masonry so great, and so eloquently deliv-
ered, as to make one shake and fall yet again, through the ground floor of thy 
old self.



To all this, my brothers, I 
have written these fair and 

enticing words. And in telling 
my tale, pin my hopes and 
desires, that the North East 
cornerstone of Virtue, of which 
we so carefully square and place; 
rests solid, on the grounds of 
reflection, in which all things 
move.

Now lest you think this prose to 
short, I beg of you to study your 
roots, to take to the game and 
know of it’s beginnings. In the 
beginning was, the “Word”, and 
the “Word”, was God. 

Play upon my words and know 
yea of their length, breadth and 
scope, and come again to the 
question of shortness, purchased 
by entrance... 

Through the door of reflection.


